Phase-aware echocardiogram stabilization using keyframes.
This paper presents an echocardiogram stabilization method designed to compensate for unwanted auxilliary motion. Echocardiograms contain both deformable cardiac motion and approximately rigid motion due to a number of factors. The goal of this work is to stabilize the video, while preserving the informative deformable cardiac motion. Our approach incorporates synchronized side information, extracted from electrocardiography (ECG), which provides a proxy for cardiac phase. To avoid the computational expense of pairwise alignment, we propose an efficient strategy for keyframe selection, formulated as a submodular optimization problem. We evaluate our approach quantitatively on synthetic data and demonstrate its benefit as a preprocessing step for two common echocardiogram applications: denoising and left ventricle segmentation. In both cases, preprocessing with our method improved the performance compared to no preprocessing or other alignment approaches.